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Introduction 

Following the invasion of Ukraine by Russia, the UK, EU and US have all responded by announcing 
significant sanctions in respect of Russia and Belarus.   

This briefing summarises the key developments since 28 March 2022 until 5 April, and supplements our 

previous briefings on: 

− 23 February 2022 

− 24 February 2022  

− 28 February 2022 

− 3 March 2022 

− 9 March 2022 

− 10 March 2022    

− 17 March 2022 

− 28 March 2022 

 

 

 

https://es-notifications.com/69/10872/upload/expansion-of-sanctions-against-russia---eversheds-sutherland.pdf
https://es-notifications.com/69/10872/upload/further-expansion-of-sanctions-against-russia---eversheds-sutherland-(1).pdf
https://es-notifications.com/69/10872/upload/continued-expansion-of-sanctions-against-russia---28-feb-22---eversheds-sutherland.pdf
https://es-notifications.com/69/10872/upload/russian-sanctions-update---3-mar-22---eversheds-sutherland(1).pdf
https://es-notifications.com/69/10872/upload/russian-and-belarusian-sanctions-update---9-mar-22---eversheds-sutherland(1).pdf
https://es-notifications.com/69/10872/upload/russian-and-belarusian-sanctions-update---10-mar-22---eversheds-sutherland.pdf
https://es-notifications.com/69/10872/upload/russian-and-belarusian-sanctions-update---10-mar-22---eversheds-sutherland.pdf
https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/documents/services/litigation/russian-and-belarusian-sanctions-update---17-march-2022---eversheds-sutherland.pdf
https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/documents/services/litigation/Russian%20and%20Belarusian%20sanctions%20update%20-%2028%20Mar%2022%20-%20Eversheds%20Sutherland.pdf
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United Kingdom 
The Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit) (Amendment) (No. 7) Regulations 2022 

The UK government announced a 7th amendment to the Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019 
(the “UK Regulation”) which came into effect at 5pm on Thursday 31 March 2022.  

As well as making a number of minor corrections to the UK Regulation, this amendment introduces a 
power to designate persons by description; and extends the existing finance, shipping and trade 
sanctions relating to Crimea to the non-government controlled areas of the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts 
of Ukraine.  

Designation by description 

As per an amendment to regulation 5, the Secretary of State now has the power to provide that persons 
of a specified description are designated persons. In line with the recent Economic Crime (Transparency 

and Enforcement) Act 2022, designations by description may be made using an urgent procedure or a 
standard procedure (see our previous briefing of 17 March 2022 for further details). This will enable the 
Government to collectively designate persons that are members of a group.  

Extension of existing Crimea measures to the non-government controlled areas of the Donetsk and 

Luhansk oblasts  

This 7th amendment amends Part 1 of the UK Regulation to insert definitions of “non-government 

controlled areas of the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts of Ukraine” and “non-government controlled 
Ukrainian territory”. It also extends the existing investment and trade measures in respect of Crimea in 
Parts 3 (Finance) and 5 (Trade) to non-government controlled areas of the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts. 
As well as an extension of the restriction, relevant exemptions have also been extended to the Donetsk 
and Luhansk oblasts. 

The instrument extends the existing shipping sanctions in respect of Crimea to enable the Secretary of 
State to also issue a direction prohibiting British cruise ships from entering a port or ports located in the 

non-government controlled areas of the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts.  
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Technical assistance relating to aircraft and ships  

A new regulation 46A prohibits a person from directly or indirectly providing technical assistance relating 
to an aircraft or ship to, or for the benefit of, a designated person.  This prohibition is subject to a new 
exemption within regulation 60D which relates to the safety of aircraft and ships. 

 

Asset Freezes 

On 31 March 2022 further asset freezes were announced in respect of a further 12 individuals and 2 

entities (Rossiya Segodnya and TV-Novosti), all of which can be found listed in this OFSI Financial 
Sanctions Notice.  

Russian Colonel-General Mikhail Mizintsev, the Chief of the National Defence Command and Control 
Centre, has been listed alongside people and entities said to be “Russian propagandists” and those who 
operate within the Russian state media. Of the 12 designated individuals, 7 of those have been 
designated under the emergency procedure flowing on from the above amendment to the Russia 

(Sanctions) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019. 

In a further announcement on 31 March 2022, OFSI announced asset freezes in relation to the below 
entities.  

− Photon Pro LLP  

− Majory LLP 

− Djeco group LP 

These further designations were also added to the UK Sanctions List under the emergency procedure.  

 

General Licences - Russia 

General Licence INT/2022/1469378 

On 29 March 2022, OFSI issued General Licence INT/2022/14369378 in relation to the wind down of 
transactions (including the closing out of positions) involving Sovcomflot or its subsidiaries.  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1065135/Notice_Russia_310322.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1065135/Notice_Russia_310322.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-uk-sanctions-list
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1064308/INT2022.Sovcomflot_29.03.22.pdf
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A Subsidiary means any entity owned or controlled by Sovcomflot. 

This General Licence took effect from 29 March 2022 and expires on 15 May 2022. 

General Licence INT/2022/1495176 

On 1 April 2022, OFSI issued General Licence INT/2022/1495176 in relation to Central Bank of the 
Russian Federation (“CBR”), National Wealth Fund of the Russian Federation (“NWF”) and Ministry of 
Finance of the Russian Federation (“MF”). 

The General Licence authorises activity which would otherwise breach the prohibitions in regulation 18A 

of the UK Regulations, namely the prohibition on the provision of financial services relating to foreign 
exchange reserves and asset management.  The General Licences states that a Person may provide 
“financial services for the purposes of the receipt and onward transfer of non-rouble denominated 
interest/coupon or maturity/principal payments” from the CBR, the NWF, or the MF in connection with 
debt issued by them before 1 March 2022. A Person or Relevant Institution can carry out any activity 
reasonably necessary to effect this. 

This General Licence took effect on 1 April 2022 and expires on 30 June 2022. 

Amendment to General Licence INT/2022/1280876 

On 1 April 2022, this General Licence (initially issued to cover the basic needs of VTB Capital plc and its 

UK subsidiaries), was amended to allow for payments in connection with the insolvency proceedings of 
the UK subsidiary of VTB.    

Amendment to General Licence INT/2022/1438977 

On 4 April 2022, this General Licence (initially issued with respect to Russian Railways and the 

subsidiaries of GEFCO) was amended to enable the processing of transactions relating to the sale and 
transfer of Russian Railways’ shares in GEFCO (a JV currently owned by Russian Railways and Stellantis). 

 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1065790/INT.2022.1495176.pdf
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European Union 
On 5 April 2022, European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen announced the proposed scope of 
the EU's fifth round of sanctions on Russia.  

The proposed package includes:  

1. An EU ban on imports of coal from Russia; 
 

2. A full transaction ban on four key Russian banks, including VTB; 
 

3. A ban on Russian vessels and Russian-operated vessels from accessing EU ports and a ban on 
Russian and Belarusian road transport operators; 

 

4. Additional export bans including advanced semiconductors, machinery and transportation 
equipment;  

 
5. Specific new import bans on Russian wood, cement, seafood and liquor; and 

 
6. Excluding Russian companies from public procurement tenders in EU countries. 

The EU is also proposing to impose travel bans and designate further individuals.  

We await the legislation which will give effect to the above.  
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United States 
Economic Sanctions 

Section l(a) of Executive Order (EO) 14024 imposes economic sanctions on any person determined to 
operate or have operated in the technology sector or the defense and related materiel sector of the 

Russian Federation economy, or any other sector of the Russian Federation economy as may be 
determined by the Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation with the Secretary of State.  Accordingly, on 
March 31, 2022, the Department of Treasury issued a Determination Pursuant to Section 1(a)(i) of 
Executive Order 14024, adding the aerospace, electronics, and marine sectors of the Russian 
Federation economy to the covered sectors under Section I(a) of EO 14024, whereby persons determined 
to operate in these sectors will now be subject to blocking sanctions, thereby expanding its Russia 
sanctions authorities.   

On March 31, 2022, the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the US Department of the Treasury (“OFAC”) 
added 13 individuals and 21 companies to the Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons List 
(“SDN List”) “as part of its crackdown on the Kremlin’s sanctions evasion networks and technology 
companies, which are instrumental to the Russian Federation’s war machine.” 

− OOO Serniya Engineering (Serniya), is designated for being “at the center of a procurement 

network engaged in proliferation activities at the direction of Russian Intelligence Services.” 

o OOO Robin Treid, Majory LLP, Photon Pro LLP, and Invention Bridge SL are front 
companies for Serniya 

o OOO Sertal has joint operations with Serniya in illicitly procuring dual-use equipment and 
technology for Russia’s defense sector 

o Alexsong Pte Ltd facilitated transactions by the Serniya network 

o Individuals, Sergey Aleksandrovich Yershov and Viacheslav Yuryevich Dubrovinskiy, are 
designated for being leaders, officials, senior executive officers, or members of the board 

of directors of Serniya 

o Tamara Aleksandrovna Topchi is designated for being a leader, official, senior executive 
officer, or member of the board of directors of Invention Bridge SL 

https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/126/14024.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/126/russia_harmful_determination_20220331.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/126/russia_harmful_determination_20220331.pdf
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o The following individuals acted on behalf of Serniya: Irina Viktorovna Nikolaeva, 
Yevgeniya Aleksandrovna Podgornova, Sergey Aleksandrovich Yershov, Anton Alekseevich 
Krugovov, Andrey Georgiyevich Zakharov, and Yevgeniy Aleksandrovich Grinin 

o Evgeniya Vladimirovna Bernova, is designated for being an associate of the Serniya 
network, and operating Malberg Ltd (Malberg) “though a multinational web of shell 

companies,” Djeco Group LP, Djeco Group Holding Ltd, Maltarent Ltd, and SCI Griber.   

▪ OFAC designated Malberg’s Director, Nikita Aleksandrovich Sobolev, 

▪ OFAC designated Sernia-Film Co Ltd, where Evgeniya Vladimirovna Bernova has 
served as a director, for facilitating the export of equipment by Malberg to 
intended government end-users in Russia. 

− OOO Nauchno-Tekhnicheskii Tsentr Metrotek and OOO Pamkin Khaus are designated for being 
owned or controlled by, or having acted or purporting to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, 
Andrey Georgiyevich Zakharov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked 

pursuant to E.O. 14024. 

− OOO Foton Pro for being owned or controlled by, or having acted or purporting to act for or on 
behalf of, directly or indirectly, Yevgeniy Aleksandrovich Grinin. 

− AO NII-Vektor, a “Russia-based software and communications technology company that has 

produced technical analysis and reports in support of the production stage of Liana constellation 
satellites for the Russian Federation,” which is an Electronic Intelligence (ELINT) capability which has 
likely been used to track ships, aircraft, and ground vehicles during Russian’s illegal invasion of 

Ukraine, is designated for operating in the technology sector of the Russian economy – one of the 
new sectors added to OFAC’s Russia sanctions authority via the March 31, 2022 Secretary of the 
Treasury determination.  

− T-Platforms, a Russia-based company operating in the computer hardware sector, is designated for 
operating in the technology sector of the Russian economy. 

− Joint Stock Company Mikron (Mikron), the largest Russian manufacturer and exporter of 
microelectronics, responsible for exporting more than 50 percent of Russian microelectronics, is 

designated for operating in the technology sector of the Russian economy. 

− Molecular Electronics Research Institute, a research institute that manufactures computers, 
search and navigation equipment, and conducts research and development, including for various 
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federal agencies of the Russian Government, is also designated for operating in the technology sector 
of the Russian economy. 

On March 24, 2022, the Department of Justice unsealed the indictment of Evgeny Viktorovich 
Gladkikh (Gladkikh), an employee in The State Research Center of the Russian Federation (FGUP) 
Central Scientific Research Institute of Chemistry and Mechanics (TsNIIKhM)’s Applied Development 

Center (ADC).  TsNIIKhM was responsible for “building a customized tool that enabled the August 2017 
cyber attack on a Middle East petrochemical facility.”  Among OFAC’s March 31, 2022 SDN designations 

were Gladkikh, TsNIIKhM’s General Director, Sergei Alekseevich Bobkov, and TsNIIKhM’s Deputy 
General Director, Konstantin Vasilyevich Malevanyy.  These three individuals were designated 
pursuant to Section 224(a)(1)(B) of CAATSA.   

OFAC also added Quantlog OY to the SDN List for for being owned or controlled by, or having acted or 
purporting to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, by Nikita Gennadievitch Kovalevskij, an 
individual previously sanctioned in 2020 for having operated Optima Freight OY, another sanctioned 

entity designated pursuant to cyber activity EOs 13694 and 13757. 

On April 5, 2022, OFAC added to the SDN List Hydra Market, “the world’s largest and most prominent 
darknet market… in a coordinated international effort to disrupt proliferation of malicious cybercrime 
services, dangerous drugs, and other illegal offerings available through the Russia-based site,” and 
Garantex Europe OU, a virtual currency exchange originally registered in Estonia but carrying out most 
of its operations out of Russia.    

− Hydra Market was designated pursuant to EO 13694, as amended – for being responsible for or 

complicit in cyber-enabled activities that pose a significant threat to US national security or financial 
stability.  

o OFAC also identified over 100 virtual currency addresses associated with Hydra Market.   

− Garantex was designated pursuant to EO 14024 – for operating in the financial services sector of the 
Russian economy.  

Export Controls 

On March 30, 2022, BIS updated the list of publicly identified commercial and private aircraft that have 

flown into Russia in apparent violation of US export controls that was previously published on March 18, 
adding 73 new aircraft and removing 12 aircraft that have been authorized to return to owners in partner 
countries. 

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/four-russian-government-employees-charged-two-historical-hacking-campaigns-targeting-critical
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/four-russian-government-employees-charged-two-historical-hacking-campaigns-targeting-critical
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0701
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20220405
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Contacts  
Should you require any further information in respect of any or all of the new sanctions, including a 
review of relevant contractual provisions, please contact:  

United Kingdom 

 

James Lindop 
Head of Competition, EU & 
International Trade 

T: +44 20 7919 4718 
M: +44 781 015 1278 
jameslindop@ 

eversheds-sutherland.com   

Zia Ullah 
Co-Global Head of Corporate 
Crime and Investigations 

T: +44 207 919 4500 
M: +44 782 694 4979 
ziaullah@ 

eversheds-sutherland.com 

 

Simon Gamlin 

 

T: + 44 20 7919 4689 
M: + 44 776 289 6040 
simongamlin@ 
eversheds-sutherland.com   

James Cottrell 

 

T: +44 20 7919 4864 
M: +44 744 284 0581 
jamescottrell@ 
eversheds-sutherland.com 

 

Lizzy Coleman 
 

T: +44 20 7919 4780 

M: +44 776 764 7184 
elizabethcoleman@ 
eversheds-sutherland.com   

Victoria Turner 
 

T: +44 161 831 8718 

M: +44 786 715 5047 
victoriaturner@ 
eversheds-sutherland.com 

 

Monika Zejden - Erdmann 
 

T: +44 20 7919 4910 
M: +44 779 907 2075 
monikazejden-erdmann@ 
eversheds-sutherland.com   

Robyn Brown 
 

T: +44 161 831 8704 
M: +44 782 550 3652 
robynbrown@ 
eversheds-sutherland.com 

 

Courtney Mackness 
 

T: +44 20 7919 0930 

M: +44 778 961 6774 
courtneymackness@ 
eversheds-sutherland.com   

Jack Wray 
 

T: +44 20 7919 1807 

M:+ 44 778 836 0849 
jackwray@ 
eversheds-sutherland.com 
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European Union 
 

Anu Mattila 
Finland 

T: +358 10 6841 300 
anu.mattila@ 
eversheds.fi   

Pamela O'Neill 
Ireland 

T: +35 3 16 64 42 41 

pamelaoneill@ 
eversheds-sutherland.ie 

 

 

Ciaran Walker 
Ireland 

T: +35 3 16 64 49 86 
ciaranwalker@ 

eversheds-sutherland.ie  
 

Alexander Stolitzka 
Austria 

T: + 43 1 51620 150 

alexander.stolitzka@ 

eversheds-sutherland.at 

 

 

Michael Röhsner 
Austria 

T: + 43 1 51620 160 
michael.roehsner@ 
eversheds-sutherland.at   

Kathrin Gack 

Germany 

T: +49 8 95 45 65 34 0 
M: +49 15170370366 

kathringack@ 
eversheds-sutherland.com 

 

Tatjana Tscherevko 
Germany 

T: +49 15170310939 
M: +49 8 95 45 65 11 3 
tatjanatscherevko@ 
eversheds-sutherland.com    

 

US 

 

Ginger Faulk 
 

T: +1.202.383.0981 
gingerfaulk@ 
eversheds-sutherland.com   

Mark Herlach 
 

T: +1 202.383.0172 
markherlach@ 
eversheds-sutherland.com 

 

Sarah Paul 
 

T: +1.212.301.6587 
sarahpaul@ 
eversheds-sutherland.com   

Jeffrey Bialos 
 

T: 1 202.445.1112 
jeffbialos@ 
eversheds-sutherland.us 

 

Vedia Eidelman 
 

T: +1.202.383.0805  
vediaeidelman@ 
eversheds-sutherland.com   

Michael Petrov 
 

T: +1.404.853.8167 
michaelpetrov@ 
eversheds-sutherland.com 
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Switzerland 

 

Patrick Eberhardt  
 
T: + 41 22 818 45 00 
M: + 41 78 932 02 89 
patrick.eberhardt@ 
eversheds-sutherland.ch   

Michael Lepper 
 
T: + 41 22 818 45 00 
M: + 41 78 625 02 79 
michael.lepper@ 
eversheds-sutherland.ch 

 

Tigran Serobyan 
 
T: + 41 22 818 45 00 
M: +41767414687 

tigran.serobyan@ 

eversheds-sutherland.ch   
 

 

Asia  

 

Adam Ferguson 
 

T: +852 2186 3248 
adamferguson@ 

eversheds-sutherland.com   

 
Jocelyn Chow 
 

T: +852 2186 4933 
M: +852 6391 0269 
jocelynchow@  

eversheds-sutherland.com 

 

Middle East  

 

Clint Dempsey 
 

T: +971 4 389 7018 
M: +971 55 414 9734 
clintdempsey@ 
eversheds-sutherland.com   

 

Rebecca Copley 
 

T: +971 4 389 7044 
M: +971 52 742 0913 
rebeccacopley@  
eversheds-sutherland.com 
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